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PRELIMINARY FOR CONSTRUCTION

APPROVAL INFORMATION

Notes

Revisions.

1)   This drawing MUST NOT BE SCALED.

2)   All dimensions to be CHECKED ON SITE and
  any DISCREPANCY reported to the Architects.

3)  The site boundary shown is the best assumed
  from available data and does NOT represent
  legal ownership.

Court

GAINSBOROUGH ROAD

Mackintosh

182
2 number road gullies to be
cleared out, allow for rodding
or jetting the pipework clear to
the main drain in the roadway.

6m squared of block paving to
be removed and raised to suit
dropped site levels. paving to
be sat of sand cement bed.
dry mix.

Paving to this area to be taken up and replaced
with new 600mm square concrete slabs on a
sand cement bed.

Rear retaining wall remove all the brickwork down to
ground level and increase the height of the wall along
this line to 12 courses above finished kerb level with a
brick on edge coping on top. Mortar to be 1:3 mix.
Allow for stepping down the brickwork in the corner to
suit, down to the existing levels. Allow for installing 2
number 450 square brick piers to the rear off a small
600 x 600 x 600 concrete footing. Piers to be courses
and bonded into the main wall.

1200mm high black hooped
top fencing to be fixed in the
opening between the pier and
the building to prevent
pedestrian access. Hooped
fencing to be plasticsol coated
in black to match the
surrounding fencing.

Existing steps to be cleaned down, new
paving applied to the tops to match. Allow for
providing a new keyclamp hand rail to both
sides.900mm above pitch line with mid rail,
allow for 3 number uprights to both sides.

Paving to this area to be taken up and
replaced with new 600mm square
concrete slabs on a sand cement bed.

Existing concrete section to be grubbed up and
removed from site, reduce levels down to 300mm
below FGL, install new hardcore base and new 50mm
thick 600 x 600 concrete paving flags on a sand
cement base minimum 50mm thick.

New 150mm timber knee rail to be istalled around
grassed area to DOT standards.

Existing single light fitting to
be changed to match the new
existing units already installed.

Existing piers to be sand/ shot
blasted clean and mortar
joints repointed as necessary.

Allow for fully jet washing the
paving under the canopy line.
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